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Abstract
We analyze a model of repeated bilateral trade with moral hazard, where the

quality of goods received cari cGffer from the quality despatched due to deterioration
during transportation. Since the sender dces not observe the quality of good rE~
ccived and the receiver does not observe the quality despatchEd, we have a repeated
game with imperfeca monitoring by private signals. The stage game has multi-
ple Nastt equilibria, which would allow cooperation in futitely repeated interaction.
However, with private signals, the pure strategy eqtzilibria of the twice-repeated
game are degenerate, and cannot support any cooperation.We construct a mixed
strategy equilibrium which supports partial woperation. Hcrvever this mixed strat-
eg}~ eyuilibrium cannot approximate the ccwperative outcome even if the noise in
the sig~lals tends to zero. This Cailure of lower hemicontinuity in the sequential
equilibrium cormspondence is rernoved if we allow (or extensive form correlation;
].e. WE' allow players to condition their second period actions upon a sunspot as well
as the priva[e signals. We use these ideas to show how ef6cient outcomes can be
supporiecl in infinitely repeateci ont~sided moral hazard.

KeyworcLti: repeated gatnes with irnperlect monitoring, private signals, mixed
slrategies, sunspot c~c}uilibria.

.IEL Categories: C73 (Stochastic and Dynamic Games), D8'2 (Asymmetric and
Private [rdormation), L15 (Wormation and Product Quality),
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rnmpared to this eanier work , our new rmults, involving public randomization, are to be found ín sections
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Abstract
We analyze a model of repeated bilateral trade with moral hazard, where the

quality of goods received can differ from the quality despatched due to deterioration
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However, with private signals, the pure strategy equilibria of the twioErepeated
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egy equilibrium cannot approximate the cooperative outcome even if the noise in
the signals tends to zero. This failure of lower hemicontinuity in the sequential
equilibrnrm correspondence is cemoveci if we allow (or extensive form correlation;
i.e. we allow players to condition their second period actions upon a sunspot as well
as the private signals. We use these ideas to show how efHcient outcomes can be
supportecl in infinitely repeated one~sided moral hazard.
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1 Introduction

The theury of repeated games has been one of the most infiuential contributions of game

theory to ecunomics and other social sciences. In a single interaction, self-interested agents

will generally indulge in opportunistic behavior. In repeated interaction, opportunism can

be deterred, provided that agents are patient and are informed about the actions chosen

by other agents in previous periods. This insight has diverse applications - for example,

tu the provision of product quality in a market economy, to collusion under oligopoly or

as an explanation for "altruistic" behavior in social interaction.

The main results uf this theory extend when individual agents' actions are not ob-

served, provided that all agents observe a public signal which is informative of individual

actiuns. Green and Porter (1984)~ analyze the case of Cournot oligopoly with homo-

geneuus products, where the output decisions of individual firms are unobservable, but

the cummon market price is publicly observed. In equilibrium, all firms cooperate in the

collusive agreement. Nevertheless, punishments are triggered after shocks which are suffi-

ciently imfavorable, and hence agents incut payoff losses which may be attributable to the

imperfectness uf monituring. However, these costs are small provided that the signals are

sitfficiently informative and players are patient, as is demonstrated by the "folk-theorem"

fur this class uf games (see Fudenberg, Levine and ILlaskin (1994)). Finally, with public

signals, as in the case uf perfect monitoring, maximiun couperatiun is achieved by the use

uf severe punishments.

Rather less is knuwn abuut repeated games where individual agents monitur other

agents via prinnte signals. An example uf such a game was given by Stigler (196~1) in his

classic disciissiun uf secret príc-e-cutting in uligupuly. Each fum chuuses price, and this

price cannut Le ubserved by uther firms. The firm's sales are alsu privately ubserved, and

are a nuisy f~mctiun uf all prices. Apart from directly affecting its payuffs, each firm's

sales is alsu a si~!nal which is infurmative atwut the prices chosen by other firms. This

signal may Le very infurmative; huwever, the critical point is that buth the firm's actiun

~:16mu, Pcarce and Stachetti (1990) provide a general framework (or the aaalysis for this cla~s of
~xuu~.
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(its price) and its signal (its sales) are privately observed. With private signals, agents

do not have common knowledge of whether cuuperation is to continue ur a punishment

phase is to be started. This absence of common knowledge creates formidable prublems.

A general theury of repeated games with private signals has proved difficult tu cunstruct.

since such games lack the recursive structure which was su fruitfully expluited in the case

of public signals.

This paper analyzes repeated trade with moral hazard, which is an example of a

simple repeated game with private signals. Our analysis highlights several new feattues

which are specific to this class of games. First, we find that cooperation requires defeclion

under private monitoring. This Orwellian feature is due to the fact that if cuoperatiun

is complete, each agent is unwilling to punish others in the event of observing a"bad"

signal. Punishments can only be carried out if agents defect with some probability in

equilibrium. Second, this need for defection impuses significant efficiency losses, which

may be substantial, even if the monitoring technology is almost perfect. Finally, we show

that irrelevant randum public events (sunspots) may play an important role in sustaining

efficiency, by allowing players to courdinate their behavior. Sunsputs allow agents to

forgive and forget, thereby reducing the severity of punishments. This plays a positive

role in sustaining a high degree of cuuperation.

We cunsider bilateral trade, where traders may supply each other a good of high

quality or of luw quality. Each trader's actiun (i.e. the quality supplied) is private

infurmatiun. ~fureuver, the quality of the good which is received by the recipient is also

private. Traders alsu have a"no-trade" option, which implies that the one-shot trading

game has multiple equilibria. This would nurmally allow the traders tu suppurt high

qnality trade in the initial periods in any finitely repeated interaction, if signals were

pnblic. We fucus un the case where the trading game is repeated twice, and ask, can

traders suppurt the "efficient uutcume" where they trade high quality in period one, and

luw quality in period two? Sectiun 3 shows that such cuoperatiun cannut Le achieved

by a pure strategy equilibriiun, imless the signals received by the traders are highly

currelated. Henm une must inevitably consider mixed strategy equilibria. In sectiun 1

~



we cunstntct an example of a mixed strategy equilibrium which supports the provisic

uf high quality in period 1 with pusitive probability. Hence our first pusitive result

that we can achieve sume cooperatiun. Huwever, we find that we cannot approximate tl

efficient uut.cume even if the noise in the signals goes to zero - the sequential equilibriut

uutcume currespondence fails to be lower-hemicontinuous. In sectiun 5 we allow playei

tu ubserve the uutput. of a pubGc randomizatiun device (a sunspot) at the end of period :

This restores lower-hemicontinuity and allows players to approximate the best sequentir

equilibrium uutcome uf the noíseless game, as the noise in the signal goes to zero. Sectio

6 uses these ideas to shuw how cuoperation can be sustained in the case of infinitel

repeated une-sided moral hazard. The fmal sectiun reviews the related literature an~

ronchtdes.

2 The Basic Problem

Cunsider the fullowing situation of bilateral trade with moral hazard. Two traders are

exchanging guuds uf variable quality - to make things concrete, think of these as frtrit.

with une trader supplving I,ychees and the other mangues. Each trader must independently

make a preliminary investment, incurring a snnk cost f~' if t.hey are to have the optíon tc

trade. If Luth haders pay this cust, they may pruceed tu trade. A trader can coopemle

(i.e. chuuse actiun C') by sending fruit uf high quality, ur dejecl (i.e chuuse action D), by

sending fniit uf luw qualit.v. High qnality fntit. has vahte Vif tu the recepient. which is

g~eater than the val~te uf luw qualit,y fruit, Vt,. Huwe~~er, t.he cust uf high quality tu the

stpplier. Cf~, alsu exceeds the cust uf luw quality. Ct,. Payuffs as a functiun uf the quality

despatched Ly the ttader (which we shall call the ncliota, and is indicated by npper case

letters) and the qitality uf Fn~it rereived (which we call the sigrcal, and indicate using

luwer case letters) are shoa-n in Fig.l. F, is the nu-t.rade uption, and we have nurmalized

E,ayuffs bp adding the sitnk cust tu each entr,y. (It is assumed that if unl,y une partner

decides nut tu trade (actiun Iz ), the uther trader luses the sunk cust bnt. nut any additiunal

prudnctiun cust.)



c d e

C t;, - C„ V,. - C„ 0

!) VH-CL VL-CL ~

E F ~' ~~,
Fíg. 1

Assume that if une trader sends the uther gcwd fnvt, there is a small probability, c,

that the fruit deteriorates en route, so that. the latter receives low quality. Assume also

that quality received by the two traders are independent events. The signalling technulugy

is described by the stochastic matrix in Fig. 2.

c
1 - E

H'2g. ~

d P

U
1

() 1

~1~e may then write the payoffs to a trader as a function uf his own actiun, and the

actiun taken by the uther trader. i.e t.he strategic form uf this game, C, as follows

C D F,'

C VH - C„ V~ - CH 0

I) óti - C~. Vr, - CL 0

Is F F F
77ir~ Carne C

~~-here 6„ -(1 - i)V„ ~ ~ V,, is the "expected quality' rereived when high quality is

despatched. ~~'e assiime that it is efficient tu buth traders tu exchange high quality friiit.

su that V„ -C„ ~ V,, - C~.~~~e shall assume that quality despatched and quality received

are buth imverifaLle, and hence high quality trade cannot be legally enforced. Clearly.

the actiun C, uf despatching high qiialit~-. is strictly duminated. However. Luth ( I), I))

and (l;. F.) are `ash eqnilibria uf the game C:, and there is alsu a mixed `ash eqiiilibrium

}



where each trader plays D with probability p,' - vrF~~~ and F, with prubability 1-~'.

Since C has multiple Nash equilibria, this allows the traders to sustain cooperation if this

trading game is repeated, even if unly finitely many times. This is possible íf low quality

trade is sttfficiently better than no-trade so that VL - C~ - F, OC - CFr - Cy. Asstune

this cundition and focus attention on the case where C is played twice.2

Suppuse that each player cannot observe the quality despatched by the other player,

i.e. actions are unobserved. In line with the literature, but in contrast to the central focus

of this paper, suppose that the quality received by any tradet is cummonly observed, i.e.

the signals are public. This corresponds to a game with imperfect monitoring via public

signals as in Abreu, Pearce and Stachetti ( 1990). Let each player adopt the fullowing

strategy: choose C in period one; in period two, play D if the signals are (c, c), and play

F, utherwise. To see that this strategy profile is an equilibrium, note that in period two,

each player knows the action that his opponent will play for sure, and hence his own

action is optimal at every information set. Given second periud behavior, a deviation to

D in period une is rmprofitable. Equilibritun payoffs are given by

Vn-Crrf(1-c)2(Vi.-Cc)f(1-(1-(.z))F

This payufí is luwer than the f:.(jicient pa,yo,(j uf (VFr - Crr f V~ - Cr,), which is an

eqnilibrittm payuff if the players actiuns were tu be ubserved. ( We call this the e~cient

pa,yofj since this is the maximum payoff that each player can achíeve in any equilibrittm).

Imperfect munit.uring via pnblic signals creates an inefficiency relative tu the efficient

payuff. Lnt this inefficiency is uf urder c, and vanishes as ( tends t.u zeru.

Cunsider nuw an alternative infurmat.iun stntcture cvhich is the fucus uf this paper.

~ahere each trader ubserves the quality uf fntit he rereives Lnt dues not ubserve the qttality

received by the uther trader - signals are prinat.e. Hence neither the qualit.y sent nor

the qnality rereived by trader i are mntttal knuwledge bet.ween the traders, althuugh they

-1( tra((c is ~envinal, as is likek in tt1C (rUll (`XRII1pIP, lI1C (IIIILCI)' rC}1CAt('(i gNnIC Inaf bf` a better

rrpn~(`utation u( interaction than an infiniteFr re`peated Rame. In rul(lition, the two-perio(t example

all~~ws u~ to characterii.(` the efliciency propertíes o( nlf (xtuilibría.

~



corild be arbitrarily close to being so if c is small. This lack uf mutual knuwledge creates

a dramatic discontinuity - we cannut suppurt. the playing uf C in period une in any ptue

sttategy equilibrium. Suppose that C is chosen by both traders in periud one. This can

unly be optimal for each trader if he believes that the other trader will reward signal c

and punish signal d. Hence each player's strategy must be of the type: play C in period

1; in period twu, play D on receiving signal c, and play E un receiving signal d. 3Huwever,

such a strategy is nut a best response tu itself; it is not optimal for a trader who receives

signal d to carry out this punishment. Suppose that I am a player who believes that my

oppunent is playing such a strategy. If I ubserve the signal d, I should attribute this to

the error in the signalling technology - the application of Bayes' rule to my opponent's

strategy implies that this is the unly event which has positive probability. Since I have

chosen C in period one, I know that my opponent will receive signal c with very high

prubability, 1- e. Hence it is optimal for me tu continue with D, and ignore the signal

I have received. Since varying second period behavior with the first. period signalis not

optimal, this makes it impussible t.o support the playing of C with probability one in the

6rst periud.4

Private signals create a coordination pmb(em. Cuuperative equilibrium reqnires that

the players vary secund period behavior, by playing the guud equilibrium when they

buth receive a guud signal, and the bad equilibrirun when either signal is bad. With

independent signals, these switches acruss stage game eqnilibria are uncuurdinated, and

henre incunsistent with uptimality in the secund periud. This suggests a natiual resulution

tu the prublem - if a trader whu receives a bad fn~it can get un tu the telephone and

cumplain tu the uther. this public cummimication can generate a pirblic signal which may

Ue aLle tu t'esulve the cuurdinatiun prublem. The rule uf rommunicatiun in generating the

reqnisite puUlic signals and thereby ensuring cuurdinatiun has been explured by Cumpte

~A plAy~~r cuuld altio puni.h b}~ plxyinq the mixed equilibriwn, bnt the Arqrunent which follow. Alsu
:rpplirti in this casc.

~'I'his Arqun~ent aPF~esn U~ tx qnite qenerAl qivea inde~rndenl aiquals where ecery siqnAl ha~
FN~iti~~c protiabilil~- uude.r any Artion profile. And qeneric pavotfs in thc aAqe ;rnme, t.he pure strate~-
~rpiilibriA of thc twiee~ repc~tECl qame mu:a Ix deqenerAte. i.c. repetitions o( aAqe-qame NASh ~xFuilibriA.
Ii~ ainq indnctiun, this rf~ult mAy ALtin be extendea to Any numtxar of finite, rcFx~titions.

ó



(199~) and Kandori 8c Matsushima (1994). These suthors shuw that with commtutication,

une has a folk theorem with pure strategies for infinitely repeated games with private

signals. The question therefore arises, can communication help support cooperation in

uur cuntext of twice-repeated bilateral trade? The answer to this question is unfortunately

in the negative.Consider a tentative equilibritun in which the players play C in period one,

and cundition their second period behaviot upon whether each of them "complains" at

the end of this period. Such communication can clearly solve the ooordination problem,

since it is common knowledge between the players. However, neither player will have an

incentive to complain, even if he observes signal d. To ensure that playing C is optimal,

the traders must both play D in period two if neither complains, and further, if trader

1 complains and trader 2 does not complain, trader 2 must be pturished. To punish

trader 2, the players must play either the (F~, E) equilibritun or the mixed strategy Nash

equilibrium uf the stage game, su that trader 1 punishes himself if he complains. By

using Bayes rule, trader 1 deduces that trader 1 has indeed played C, and the signal d

is due to the noise. Since he himself has played C in period one, he believes that trader

2 has received the signal c with high probability and is very likely not to complain, and

tu cuntinue to play U if he dues nut receive a complaint. Consequently, it is optimal for

trader 1 nut t,u cumplain, in'espective of the signal he receives, which makes the playing

uf C in periud une impussible tu suppott..s

This atgtment extends if the trading game is finitely repeated for an,y mtmber uf

periuds. The abuve argument implies that at the end of the pemtltimate periud, traders

have nu incentive tu cumplain. This implies that traders will not play C in the pemrltimate

period, and w-ill alsu nut have incentive to cumplain in at the end of the period priur tu

the penultimate periud. By backwards inductiun, une can shuw that nu tradet will ever

cumplain. and hence cummunicatiun car.nut supputt cvuperatiun. ~Ve turn therefure tu a

'('ompte and Kaudori A, `latsushima allow the players to condition the'v actions upon the communi-
~.ltions as well x5 a public randomization device. It is easy to check that alloa~ing a public randomízation
~le~ i~r doea not help in our example. With such a device, players can plxy a concex combiuation of Nash
~qiulibria ot C in periorl two aker any pair of exchangaxí messages. "PhiS alloas players to achievc auy
~tage game payoff pa'v in the line seqntent joining (Vt, -('r„1'~, -('~.) and (f', F). Once again, players
haec common in[erasts it is impoesible to punish trader l without sinroltauEV~usly punLahing trader 1.

!



mure complete non-cuoperative analysis withuut communicatíon.

3 Analysis

We analyze the following stage game. Each player i E{ 1, 2} simultaneuusly chooses an

actiun n; E A;, where A~ - AZ -{C, D, E}, and A- A~ x A2. Let S2~ - S2Z - {c, d, e} be

the set of pussible signals which may received be received by players 1 and 2. Given n E A,

nature selects w- (wi,w2) E S2~ x f22, with probability q(w, a). Player i is informed of the

realization of w; and receives a payuff u;(a;, w;). Let p(w~, n) -~„~En~ q((w~, w2), a) denute

the marginal distribution of wl given a, and let p(w2, n) denute the marginal distributiun

of wz, defined similarly. Hence player i's payoff from an action profile a- (a~,az) is

T'.(ni,nz) - ~ v;(a~,w.)P(w.,n)
w.ESt.

(1)

Hence the strategic form of the stage game is defined by the strategy sets Ai and .A2i

and the payoff functions v~ and vz.

We fucus un the folluwing signalling terhnology, where signals are private, but could

pussibly be correlated. Such currelation cuuld arise due tu, for example, correlated weather

shocks which affect the fnut that both players receive. The distributiun uf signals condi-

t.iunal un a-(C, C') is given by

Trader 2's simtal

7'mdcr L's signal

h'iq. .'1 I)ish~ib

c d

f (I -[)2 f pE(I - E) (I - p)E(1 - c)
d (1 - p)E(1 - E) c2 f pE(1 - c)

If n -(C,U), w-(d,c) with prubability 1- E, and w- (d,d) with probability r.

If a- (U,C), w-(c,d) with prubability I- E, and w - (d,d) with probability E. If

a-(U, U),w -( d,d) with prubability une. This signalling structure is parametrized by

r and p. where c is the level uf "nuise", and p is the degree uf correlatiun between signals.

~



p- 0 corresponds to case where the signals are independent, while p, 0 correponds to

positive correlation between signaling errors. If p- 1, the signals are perfectly correlated,

and this is equivalent to the situation where signals are public rather than private. We

shall assiune henceforth that p G 1.

Uur focus is on the twice repeated game, which we denote CZ(e,p).Players maximize

the sum uf expected payoffs in the twu stages. A ptue strategy for a player i in C2(e, p) is a

pair s, -(f,,y;) where f, E A; is the action taken in the first period, and g; : SZ; x A; -~ A;

specifies the action taken in the second period as a function of the player's first period

action and the signal he receives. Let S; be the set uf pure strategies for player i. A pair

of pure strategies s-(st, s2) generates a repeated game payoff U;(s) as follows

~;(S) -- t.~;(I,,IZ) } L ~ ~'~[y~(tt,~t),y2(I2,~2)li~(~t,(I~,IZ))p(~2,(It,t2)) (2)
wyER~ w, ESl,

A mixed st.rateg,y for a player í is a probability vector o;, where cr;(s;) denotes the

prubability assigned to the pure strategy s;. Let E; be the set of mixed strategies for

player i, and let E - Ei x EZ be the set of mixed strategy profiles. We extend the payoff

fttnc-tiun V tu E in the usual way: given a mixed st.rategy prufile a -( vt,a2), we have

~~(~) - ~ V(st,sz)~t(st)~z(sz) (3)
(si,s.1)ES

Given ~ - ( a~,~r1), let a~a; denute the prufile derived by replacing a, with cr~. The

prufile a-(a~,at) is a `ash equilibrium if fur í - 1,2, V(n) ? l~:(a~r;)V~ E E,.

The main argnments uf this paper pertain tu ~ash equilibria.fi However, it. is usual

in dynamic games tu reqnire that equilibrium be sequential. su that pla,yers are behaving

uptimally at each infurmatiun set, incóiding those that. are not reached under the strategy

prufile. Tu define this, consider pla,yer i's beliefs abuut player j's second period actiun at

the infurmatiun set (w„a,) (i.e. when he has played a, and received signal t~,). Pla,yer i's

''Our kx~us is on strategy pmfiles where (' is pltrvexl in period one, and in this case signals c and d
will hertL be ot~u-ne.1 with Fx~sitive probability. 'I he NaSh ec{uilibrium criterion, which requires optimal
Ix~ha~.iur at all iufurruatiou sets which are reachert, iti hence snfBcient.

y



beliefs about j's action are derived from this informatiun and his prior knuwledge uf j's

strategy, v;. If the signal ~; has positive probability under o~, i's beliefs are given by an

application uf Bayes rule. if ~; dces not have positive probability under o;, then i infers

that j has deviated from o„ and furthermore, given our signalling technology, i can also

infer j's actiun. Since a~ is defined for all fust period actions of player j, this suffices to

ens~ire that i's beliefs are uniquely defined in this case as well.

It will be useful to set out more explicitly the conditions that any sequential equilibium

must satisfy. Let o- (a~,o2) be an equilibrium, and let s; - (f,,g;) be a pure strategy

which is the support of a;, where ti E { 1, 2}. Cunsider secund period behavior, at an

informatiun set (a;,v1;). Since C is a strictly dominated action, it cannot be played by

any player at any information set. Let ~,;(w;, a,; v; ) be player is óelief - the probability

assigned by i to event that j will play D in periud two. Hence i believes that j will play

E with complementary probability, 1- Ea;(w„ a,; v;).This must satisfy

9,(a.,~:) - D ~ p;(w.,0.;~i) ? l~~ (~)

g~(a.,~~) - F~ ~ Ir;(W~,a,;a5) C !l (5)

Finally, first periud behavior must also be optimal, i.e. it must be uptimal to play the

prescribed actiun f, in period one, rather than deviate to any alternative action:

Y~((.Í„9,),~;) ? 1;((a~,9~),~i)da, E A, (6)

~Ve are nuw in a pusitiun tu disciiss the snstainability uf cuoperatiun via a pnre strategy

equiliLrinm, with currelated signals. With rorrelated signaling errurs, if a pla,yer rereives

a Lad signal, this makes it mure likely that his uppunent has alsu received a bad signal.

Cunsequently an agreement tu pnnish un receiving a bad signal coiild be made self en-

furcing. Huwever. the deg:-ee uf currelatiun must be large enuugh. Define the strateg7. ~t

as fulluws

10



Strategy a: lst periud: C. 2nd period:D if (C,c), E otherwise.

Consider the sustainability of the strategy prufile (a, ~).7 To check that this is a Nash

equilibriiun we need to see that second period behavior is optimal. If my opponent is

playing the strategy cr, then he will play D in period 2 if he has observed the signal c,

and will play F, if he has observed d. For the second period behavior dictated by ~ to be

uptimal, we must have

fr:(c, C; a) -(1 - c) f PE ? p'. (7)

fti(d, C; a) -(1 - P)(1 - c) G p, (8)

In addition, it must be optimal to play C in period one, rather than deviating by

playing U in period one and E in period two. Let OC - CN - C~- this is first period

gain to deviating by producing low quality. This must be less than the second period loss

from deviatiun, i.e.

~1C G~((1 - E)z t PF(1 - E))(VL - Cc) f cF] - F (9)

Let p~ 0, su that c and p buth lie in the imit interval. Inequalities (7-9) are graphed in

Fig. ~. The shaded area in this figure shuws values of c and p such that these inequalities

are satisfied. and (ct, cr) is an eqiulibriiun. The key features of this figiire are siunmarized

in the fulluwing prupusitiun.

Proposition 1 iJljp ? 1- fa', cooperution can 6e supporled b,y a pure stnrteqy eyuilihrium.

ijc is sujficie~atly snrall.

iiJljp G 1 - p`, coopernfion cannof he supporfed 6y a purrr slrafegy eyuilibrzuna ijc is

su,~iciently small.

iiiJljp~is close to bul less Ihait 1 - fí , cooperatiota can. be supporlerl ijr is n.either too

farge ru~r too s~nall.

'Arry pure aratew equilibrium where C is playe,d iu period one must be similar to ( n, a), since signal
r ruu.,t he rewxrdcsl and rl must fie punished. Wha[ happens xfler signal r is irrelecant.

11
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Observe that the negative pure strategy result is robust, correlation must be sufficiently

high for cooperation to be supported. Most intriguing is part (iii) of the proposition, on the

relation between the level of noise, e, and cooperation at intermediate le~els of correlation.

(8) will not hold if t is small and close to zero, but Fig. 4 shows that this inequality can

be satisfied for larger values of c. However, e must not be too large since otherwise (9) will

not be satisfied. Hence the set of piire strategy equilibrium outcomes is not monotone in

c.This contrasts sharply with Kandori's (1992) result, that with imperfect monitoring by

public signals, the pure strategy equilibrium set is a monotonically decreasing function of

noise e

Finally, we note that conflict between Pareto-dominance and risk dominance in the

stage game, may facilitate cooperation in the repeated game. Consider the effect of

changes in u' : for small values of e, the critical inequality is clearly (8), which is easier to

satisfy if p' is larger. In particular, if ~i is larger, less correlation is required in to satisfy

(8), and to support cooperation in the repeated game. However, p' is simply the "basin

of attraction" of the inefficient equilibrium. As ~C' increases, the relative riskiness of the

two stage game equilibria changes - (E, E) becwmes less risky as compared to (D, D).

We shall henceforth focus attention upon the case where p G 1- ft', when cooperation

cannot be sustained via pure strategies. We refer the interested reader to Mailath and

Morris (1997), who discuss correlated signals in greater detail. They telate correlated

signals to the literature on approximate common knowledge, and also prove a folk theorem

for infinitely repeated games with private signals if these signals are sufficiently highly

rorrelated.

4 Mixed Strategies: Their Role 8c Limitations

We now construct a mixed strategy equilibrium which allows us to support partial ccxip-

eration in the twice repeated game for any level of currelation between signals. In order

to understand the role of mixed strategies, it is useful to interpret the reason why p~tre

sThis paradoxical finding aLso applies with mixed strategies, as propasition 3 below shows.
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strategies are unable to support any cooperation. Focus on the case where signals are

independent so that p- 0. Observe that in this case, from (7) and (8) that Ft,;(c, C, a)

- le,(d, C, cr) - 1- c. In other words, if a player "knows" his opponent's strategy (as

is implicit in a pure strategy equilibrium), his beliefs regarding his opponent's action in

periud two depend unly upun his prior knowledge, and are insensitive to the signal he

receives. To make a player willing tu respond to the signal, we must ensure that it oon-

veys some information about his opponent's second period actions in equilibrium. More

specifically, a player will be willing to respond differently to different eígnals only if these

signals indicate that his uppunent is likely to play differently.9This is possible if we allow

fur mixed strategies, since the player's priur beliefs will not be degenerate, and the signal

allows him to learn which pure strategy his opponent is playing.

Consider the following piue strategies for the repeated game.

Strategy a: lst period: C. `lnd period:D if (c.r„a;) -(c,C), E otherwise.

Strategy Q: !st period: D. 2nd period:E.

The payoff matrix fur these two supergame strategies is:

~ a
cr L~,-CyfV~-C~,-D(t) VL-CN~F

~~ VN-C~tF V~-CLfF

where O(c) is a term uf urder e, O(c) -[(1 - c)~ -F pe(1 - e)](VL - CL) t eF.

Confining attentiun tu the pure strategy set {n,~3} fur each player, we see that a is
a strict best response to a if c is sttfficientl,y small and ~3 is a strict best response to Jj.

Hence the abuve pa,yuff matrix alsu has a symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium where each

player plays n with prubability ~r and ri with prubability 1- rr, where a- v,,-coF-ot~l.
Call this mixed strategy n.We now shuw that the symmetric strategy profile ( cr,o) is a an

eqnilibrium uf the repeated game.

~Alternativcly, a ptayer cnn be made willing respond to the signal even with constant beliefs if k' -
I- f, co that he is iu~lifferent between h44 two actions and talces differeM actiona at different information
.et,c. ~~`e diac~t.s this pocavihility. due to Kandori ( 1991) after proposition 2.
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Proposition 2 The symmetrric strutegy profile where each player play.s o is an equilibnum

af G2(e, p) for any p G 1 if c is su,~cienlly small.

Proof: Assume that the oppunent plays o. It is easily seen that any strategy that.

starts by playing E is strictly inferior. Write p;(.; o') for the Leliefs induced b,y ir, i.e. the

probability that the oppunent will play D at t - 2. Then

~Li(C,C; U) ti 1 8S E--~ O

Ei,(d, C; a) -~ 0 as c y 0

(10)

N;(., D; a) - 0 (12)

At information set (c, C), I know that my oppunent has played ~ and that he received

signal c with probability almost 1, and hence ( 10) follows. At information set (d, C),

Ba,yes ntle implies

l~~(d, C; ~) - ~c x(1 - p)E(1 - e)
(1-r)-~ne E (13)

su (11) fulluws frum the fact that 0 G p G 1 and 0 G tr G 1. Finally, ( 12) fullows since

the upponent is snre tu receiare signal d after D and since buth a and (~ play F,' after

d. (10-12) tugether with the fact. that buth ( D, U) and ( F,, E) are strict équilibria uf G

imply that for e small enuugh, U is the imique best response at (c, C), and F, is the unique

Lest respunse at. uther infvrmation sets at t - 2. It fallows that both cr and Íj prescribe

Lest respunses tu a at t - 2. Since, by construction, a and t3 are also best respunses at

!- 1, (a, a) is an equilibri~un uf the game. ~

We are nut the first tu show that partial cuoperation can be stistained in a repeated

game with pria~ate signals. Kandori ( 1991) shuws this for the twice repetition of a stage

game that, has a unique mixed strategy equilibrium, where the private signals are inde-
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pendent. Kandori's example does not work if the signals are correlated to any extent (cor-

relation is not a problem in our case). Kandori's equilibrium requires history-dependent

randumization, i.e. a player is indifferent between two actions in period two and he chooses

une ur the other depending upon which history materializes. As Bhaskar ( 1996, 1997)

shows more generally, such mixed equilibria cannut be purified in the sense of Harsanyi

(1973), i.e. they are not rubust and will vanish once slight incomplete information about

payoffs is introduced ( In that case, a player will almost always behave in the same way

after different histories, since he strictly prefers one action above the other). Note that in

the equilibrium constructed above, a player is required to randomize only at stage 1 and

has strict incentives to follow the recommendations of his strategy at stage 2. ~o Hence the

equilibrium does not require history-dependent randomization, and it is not difficult to

cunstruct equilibria of incomplete information games that appraacimate it. In other words,

ours appears to be the first robust equilibrium that sustains partial cooperation in the

case of imperfect private monitoring. Furthermore, the idea of the constructiun presented

here appears to be generalizable to other contexts. In subsequent work, Sekiguchi (1996)

has constntcted a cuoperative mixed strategy equilibrium of the infinitely repeated pris-

uners' dilemma which uses a similar idea. We discuss Sekiguchi's work in greater detail

in t.he cuncLtding section.

Althuugh the mixed strategy equilibrittm supports partial woperation, the probability

with which the players play C in periud one is butmded away from one even if e is

arbitrarily small. To see this, abserve that ~r, the probability with which the strategy a is

played, tends tu ~, o~ F. G 1 as c--~ 0. Hence the equilibriiun payuff in the game without

any noise cannot be approximated by this mixed equilibrium, in cuntrast with the situation

where signals are publicly ubserved. We nuw shuw that this resiilt holds more generally

- the cuuperative eqnilibrinm under perfect monitoring cannot be approximated under

imperfect munituring even if the nuise in the signals goes to zero. In other wurds, the

~olt mav aLtio be ux(ul to note that the mixed strategies we consider generate correlated signals en-

doge~w~~kly, and i~àoed approximate mmmon knowledge of these sígnals. See Mailath and Morris (1997)

(or a discussiuu.
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sequential equilibrium uutcome correspondence is not lower-hemicontinuous.~~

Proposition 3 IJp G 1-p', the e.(J~icient outcome where both lradersproduce high qualily

in period one, and low qualily in period two cannot be appmzimated by any equilibrzum oJ

G~~E,p~. a3 E -~ ~.

Proof: See Appendix. ~

The basic idea of the proof this proposition is as follows. In any approximately effi-

cient mixed strategy equilibrium, both players must play good pure strategies with high

probability, where a good strategy is defined as one which plays C in the first period, and

responds to the signal c with D. If both players are playing good strategies with high

probability, then any strategy which plays D in the first period will have a higher first

period payoff. Hence eqrulibrium requires that the signal d be punished, i.e. both players

must attach positive probabiliky to a good strategy which punishes signal d by playing E;'.

However, stich a punishing good strategy plays differently after signals c and d, and for

this to be optimal for player i, the signa! d must indicate that player j is likely to play

F,. If p G 1- p` and E is small, this implies that j mnst attach positive probability to a

óad strategy, which is defined as one which plays D in period one, and responds to signal

c with E,'. Huwever, a bad strat.egy can earn at must a payoff of VH - C~ f F, which is

strictly less than the effirient payoff. Consequently, equilibrirun payoffs are bounded away

frum efficiency.

5 Sunspots 8c Efficiency

The inefficienc-y resrilt uf the previuus section arises for the following reasun: players must

assign pusitive prubability tu bad strategies, which defect in eqrtilibrium. However, in

urder to induce players to couperat.e, defectors must also be punished. The problem is

'rThis (ailure o( lower-hemicontinuity is with respect to the in(ormation structure, and hence quite
different from the example of Hadner, ~1askin and 1lyerson ( 1986). This example considers the behavior
of eyuilibrium payofPs in a repeated game with public signals as the discount rate ~aries, with a Fixed
information strucU~re,
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that the punishment for defection is so severe that this reduces the payoff to defection, and

hence equilibrium payoffs. Thia intuition suggests that if one can soften the puniahment of

defector, this may help reduce the inefficiency, by raising the payoff to a defector, thereby

increasing equilibrium payoffs.

How do we soften the puniahment ta defection? One poasibility is that in period two,

each player does not always punish the signal d, but merely punishes with some proba-

bility, by randomizing between E and D in the event of receiving signal d. However, such

randomization at the individual level is infeasible, since each player has strict incentives

to play D at this information set. What is required is that player can agree to forget

past transgressions in a coo~inated way. A aunspot, i.e. the realization of a commonly

observed random variable, can play this role, even though this sunspot is uninformative

about players' past actions. Intuitively, players can agree to forget about past tranagres-

sions on sunny days, reaerving punishments for defections only for the days where the

weather frowna. By doing so they can ensure that defectors are deterred, but not too

harshly. FormaAy, the sunspot allows for extensive forna cornelation, which tranaforms

the base game by convexifying the set of equilibrium payoffs, allowing the two players to

achieve any payoff in the interval [F, VL - CL]. Consequently, a player who choosea D in

period one can be punished so that her payoff loss in period 2 is arbitrarily close to her

payoff gaín ín period 1. Since there is no overall payoff loss from playing a bad strategy,

this enables both players to play a bad strategy with small probability.

Assume that at the beginning of period two, before the players choose their actions,

players can publicly observe the outcome tb of a random variable 4', which is uniformly dis-

tributed on (0,1]. The simspot mnve~fies the set of equilibrium payoffs qf C. Specificslly,

for any m E [0,1], the correlated strategy z-(z~,z2) with

yt(~) - zz(~) - 1 D if ~ G rn
(14)

lF, if~~m

ia a correlated equilibriiun of C. By varying m, any payoff 7, in [F, V~ - C~] can be

obtained in this way. Note that such a cotrelated equilibritun :, is atrict: if a player
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believes that his opponent plays z~ with probability greater than min{p', 1- p'}, then it

is optimal to play z; himself. Let z be such a correlated equilibrium of G with payuff 7,,

and modify the strategies tr and ~3 from the previous sectiun such that E is replaced by

z. The only thing that changes in the payoff matrix is that F has to be replaced by Z.

Provided that

'LfOC~V~-C~-O(e) (15)

(an inequality which is satisfied for Z sufáciently close to F), (a, a) and (~i, (3) are still

strict equilibria of this 2 x 2 game, and as in the previous section, there exists a mixed

strategy equilibrium of this payoff matrix, where a is played with probability ~r and Q

with probability 1- n. The claim of the previous section, that this is an equilibrium of

the repeated game, continues to apply. Observe from the prcwf that the unly essential

change occurs when cunsidering the information set (C, d). For any given rr, I attach a

probability greater than min{p',1-li } to my opponent continuing with z~ provided that

c is sufficiently sma11.12 Since z is strict, it is optimal for me to continue with z; as well.

Now, investigate the consequences of varying Z. By increasing Z tu the upper bound from

(15), (while at the same time reducing the noise level accordingly), the prubability ~r from

can be increased tu 1. In other wurds. players will play (a, a) with probability close to

une, and will ubtain a payoff close to the efficient une.

~Ve have therefore proved.

Proposition 4 If players can obsenie a common sunspot in addition to their prívate

sigraad, then they will be able to appmximate the, ejficienl payoff when the noise, c, is

.small.

Observe that time at which the output of the public randomizatiun device is observed

b,y both players is crucial. This must be after players have chusen their actions in periud

1. Lut before they choose actiuns in period 2. In uther words, eatensive form correlation is

essential. Extensive-form correlatiun was introduced by Myerson (1986), who also pointed

12The rele~ant condition is inequality (13), which specifies how small c must be given a.
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out this allows greater strategic possibilities than normal-form correlation.13

6 Infinitely Repeated Interaction

We now the two main ideas developed in the ear6er sections, of using mixed strategies,

and conditioning behavior on sunspots, may fruitfully be employed in the instance of

infinitely repeated moral hazard. We focus on the interaction between a customer and

a seUet, and fceus on one-sided moral hazard, on the part of the seller. In each period

the two parties choose theit actions simultaneously. The customer muat decide whether

to buy (action B) or not buy (action N). If the cuatomer chooses N, both parties get

a payoff of zero. The seller must choose between supplying high quality (action C) and

low quality (action D). If the seller chooses C, the customer receives high quality (signal

c) in the event that he buys with probability (1 - E) and low quality with probability E.

If the customer chooses D, the quality received (signal d) is always low. The customer's

valuations for the two types of products are VH and VL, and let VH -(1 - E)VN -}- EV~ be

the expected value to the customer when the seller chooses C. We assume that the price

the customer pays the seller, P, is fixed. By proving a positive result with a fixed price,

without P being a strategic variable, we ensure that any division of the surplus between

customer and seller can be suppocted as an equilibrium. The strategic form of the game

r is given by

('(,~STOMER

c n
B VH-P,P-C„ V~-P,P-CL

N 0, 0 0, 0

r

where VH ~ P~ V~, P~ CN 1 CL.

~'4Extensi~T (orm c~rrelation ~.ia a public randomization device has also been empbyred in a reocnt
paptv by Harris, Reny and Robson ( 1995) in orclcr to restore existence of subgame per(ect equilibrium
infinite ~mex of almost perfeM in(ormation.
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At the end of the period, the customer's action is observed by both players, so that

the seller observes whether B or N has been chosen. The customer observes the signal

regarding the seller's choice if and only if he buys, and this signal is private. An alternative

interpretation of our model is of worker-employer interaction in an efficiency wage model

as in Shapiro and Stiglitz (19E34) , where the employer (-customer) ubserves a private

signal of the effort made by the worker (-seller), and provides effort incentives by the

threat to fire. In essence our focus is on the credibility of this threat when the wurker

cannot observe the employer's observation of his effort.

This game is repeated infmitely often, and players disco~mt payoffs at a common rate

ó. Normalize the discounted stream of payoffs by multiplying these by (1 - b).We look for

a"cooperative" equilibrium of this infinitely repeated game where the customer buys and

the seller produces high quality. Clearly, the equilibrium cannot be of the usual trigger

type where the seller always provides good quality and the custumer always buys as long

as he receives good quality. For, if the seller uses such a pure strategy, then bad quality

is exclusively due to bad luck, and it would be optimal for the ctLStomer to cuntinue to

buy also after receiving bad quality. In other words, to give the buyer an incentive to

punish (to stop buying after receiving bad quality), the seller must randomize. For the

seller to randumize, she must be indifferent between supplying low and high quality. Now,

supplying luw quality yields only a modest une-period gain, while supplying high quality

yields a long stream of positive pa,yoffs if c is small. It follows that the seller will be

indifferent unl,y if she is sufficiently ímpatient. In other words, if ó is sufficiently large,

alsu a mixed trigger strategy equilibriiun will not exist, as the seller will prefer to supply

high quality for sure if the buyer pimishes low quality.

At this stage, simsputs can be used to provide the proper incentives. Players can

shorten the length uf the game by terminating it when a certain sunspot occurs, and

re-starting a new game. Formally, let players observe a random variable that is imiformly

distributed un [0, 1], and let them terminate the game the first time the random variable

takes a vahie less than rre. Effectively, players then have a discount factor of ám, and by

chuosing m apprupriately we can make it in the seller's interest to randomize between high
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and low quality. The occurrence of the sunspot (a realization less than m) also allows the

players to coordinate, to forget past events and to start the game anew after it occurred.

In this way it is guaranteed that punishments are not too severe.

We now formalize the above arguments. The strategies for the two players in a single

game of stochastic length are represented most simply by the two automata in Fig. 5.

The customer plays a piue strategy; she begins by buying, and continues to do so as long

as she receives signal c. She switchea to N if she ever receivea signal d, and never buys

again. The seller begins in the coopetative phase, where she randomizes between actions

C and D. If her realized action is C and the customer has bought, she continues in the

cooperative phase. If her realized action is D or the customer fails to buy, she awitches

to the punishment phase where she plays D thereafter. 't

We show that this strategy profile is an equilibrium of the repeated game. We shall

evaluate payoff to any strategy in a single game of stochastic length - i.e. we disregard

the payoffs which accrue when a new game begins. This is permissible since the payoffs

in any new game do not depend upon current actions.

Consider the seller's payoffs in the cooperative phase. By playing D, the seller earns

(P-CL) in the current period, and zero in the remainder of the game of stochastic length.

Hence her expected payoff from D is (1 - bm)(P - C~). The payoff from playing C can

Le written as the expected payoff from playing C in the current period, and playing D

in the next period. Since t.he customer will buy in the next period with probability 1- c

(given that the seller is playing C currently), this equals

(1- óm)(P - c„) f 6m[(1- e)(1- ani)(P - C~) i- bmcOJ (ls)

Hence the payoffs to actiuns C and D will be equal if

OCm-
6(P - CL)(1 - e) (17)

'sThis specifies the two players adions at all information sets which are re~checl. In the appendix, we
provide e complete description o( players' strategies, by specifying their actions at unr~ched information
u~Gti.
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which is easy to ensure by an appropriate choice of m E (0,1), pruvided that ó~

o~ which is less than 1. Hence b ublic randomization, one can ensure that the(P-~L)(i-E)' Y P

seller is willing to randomize in the cooperative phase.

Consider now the conditions that must be satisfied by n, the seller's randomization

probability in the cooperative phase, so that the customer's trigger strategy is optimal.

Let ir - ~r(1 - c). Suppose that we are either in period one, or in any subsequent periud

such that the customer has always bought in the past, and has always observed high

quality c. If the customer fails to buy at this point, his continuation payoff is 0. Hence his

continuation payoff from the recommended action (B), v~, must satisfy

v~ - á[(VH - P)(1 - óm) -f ómv~] -~ (1 - ~r)(1 - óm)(VL - P) ~ 0 (18)

vc- (1-óm)[~r(VH-P)-~(1-à)(VL-P)]
)0 (19)1 - ómir -

This inequality is equivalent to the condition that ir ~ P"~L and can hence satisfied
vH -VL

for sume ~r E(0, I) if e is small enough.

It remains now to show that the customer is willing to switch from the cooperative

phase t.o the punishment phase, on observing a bad signal. Assume therefore that the

cunsumer's informatiun about. the past is of the furm (B,c), (B,c),....., (B,c), (B,d), i.e.

he has always bonght in every previous periud, and where quality has been high in ever,y

period exrept the last. At this point the ciistumer believes that the seller will chuose high

quality in the next period with probability

ne
~(~) - nc f (1 - rr)

x rr (20)

~ute that B(n) is strictly less than a. Let B(rr) - B(rr)(1 - e). The customer's con-

tinuation payuff frum cumplying with the trigger strategy is clearly zero. His une period

de~-iation from this strategy is to play B in the current period, and to condition his state

un the signal he receives - he continues in the cuoperative phase if this signal is c, and
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in the punishment phase if the signal is d. (This follows from the description of his oon-

tinuation strategy set out in the appendix). His payoff from this one-period deviation is

a similar expression to (18), with B(~r) replacing ~r, and must satisfy

ëÍ~)~(Vrr - P)(1 - árn) f a~nv~] f(1- é(~r))(1- a~n)(vL - P) ~ o (21)

Since B(rr) c a, the left hand-side of (21) is strictly less than the left-hand side of (18),

one can make the former negative and the latter positive by an appropriate choice of ~r.

(Note that both inequalities are increasing in a, and strictly positive for ~r sufficiently close

to une, and strictly negative fur a sufficiently close to zero). Hence we have constructed

an equilibrium of the repeated game with partial cooperation.

We now show that can approaimate the cooperative outcome arbitrarily clasely pro-

vided that the noise tends to zero. Let n'(c) be the maximum value of n such that (21)

is satisfied. Ubserve that B(n) -y 0 as e~ 0. Consequently, ~r'(c) -. 1 as c-~ 0. In other

words, if c is small, the seller the seller produces high quality with high probability and

the customer also receives high quality with high probability. Hence we have constructed

an equilibriiun of the repeated game, with an outcome arbitrarily close to the efficient

uutcume, pruvided that the noise is sufficiently small. ( In the appendix we complete the

pruuf by showing that the continuation strategies at unreached information sets are also

uptimal).

Propositioa 5 77~eTr, exi.st sequenlia! equilibria oj the infinttely repeated game with oul-

comes which am arAilrurily close. lo e,~ïcietacy pronided that e -ti 0 and b~ ~~}9~I~ ~.

The constnictiun used here is relnted tu that employed by Sekiguchi (1997), who

analyzes the infinitely repeated prisoners' dilemma with private signals. He constructs an

equilibriitm where each player randomiz~s, choosing in periód une between two repeated

game pure strategies - a cooperative grim trigger strategy and a strategy of playing

alwa,ys dcjecl. For a certain class uf prisoners' dilemma payuffs, Sekiguchi shuws that.

the player uf the grim trigger strategy will find it optimal to continue couperating if she

rereives guud signals, but will switch to defecting on receiving a bad signal. Hence one can
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construct a mixed strategy equilibritun with partial cooperation. However, as the discuunt

rate á is increased, always deJect yields low payoffs against a grim trigger strategy. Hence

a player will only be willing tu choose always deJecl if the other player plays always defecl

with high prubability. Such an equilibritun cannot be efficient.ls Sekiguchi's sulution is

tu divide the overall game into N separate repeated games, where game k is played in

periods k, N f k, 2N t k, etc. This reduces the effective discount factor and the efficient

payoff can be approximated arbitrarily closely, provided that the noise E-. 0 and 6 y 1.

Clearly, dividing up the game and public randumization play similar roles, of reducing

the effective discount factor. The difference is that with one-sided moral hazard, it is

diffictilt to construct an equilibrium with any degree of cooperation the absence of public

randomization, since it is very difficult to make the seller indifferent between producing

high and low quality. In the absence of a public signal, such indifference is possible

with infutite trigger strategies only if the equality ( 17) holds when m - 1. Nur dues

dividing up the game work since this would reqtiire that (17) huld with m- 1 when we

replace á by 6N. Analysis of equilibria in the absence of public randomization, appears

to be very cumplex - we are not able to construct mixed strategy equilibria with any

degree uf cuuperatiun, and nur can we rule out such equilibria. ~s In contrast, with public

randomization, construction uf cooperative equilibria has proved remarkably simple.

7 Concluding Comments

~Ve nuw uffer a brief summary uf sume of the related literature. Note that the work

uf Compte ( 199~3. 1996), Kanduri Bc Matsushima ( 1994), Kandori ( 1991), blsi]ath and

~lorris ( 1997), and Sekignchi ( 1997) has also been discussed in previous sections.

The difficnlty in supporting efficient outcomes in repeated games with private signals

IiAs ó--. 1, the payofís in such an equilibrium must approach the mininuvt payoffs. This result holds
more generally with independent private signals, in any equilibrium where players adopt any symmetric
grim trigger strategies (i.e. where they do not cooperate if they have ever deviated), as Compte (1996)
S~IOWS.

16'[hi~ difficulty in analyzing mixed strategy equílibria has aLco been noted by Mailath and Samuelson
(199ï) in the context of a similar modeL Consequently they fceus attentron on the case where signals
arc public.
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was first puinted out by Matsushima (1991), who considered pure strategy equilibria in

infinitely repeated games with independent prívate signals. With pure strategies, the

signals are uninformative, and each player's beliefs about his opponents' future actions

du nut change with the realization of the signal. Matsushime assumed that players adopt

strategies where they do not vary their actions in response to signals unless they have

a strict incentive to do so, and pruved an anti-folk theorem - all pure strategy Nash

equilibria satisfying this property require players to play a Nash equilibrium of the stage

game in each period. Mailath and Morris (1997) consider a"convention" game, where

each of two players must choose an action in [0,1]. Although the convention game has

a continuum of equilibria, Morris and Mailath show that with fuutely many repetitions,

players must play Nash equilibria of the stage game in every period, if signals are private.

An example of equilibrium with some cooperation, in the context of a twice-repeated

game, was provided by Kanduri (1991), and subsequently, in earlier versions of this paper.

As we have discussed in section 3, the two constructions embody quite different ideas.

The first example of purely nun-cuoperative equilibrium~~ in the context of an infmitely

repeated game with private signals is due to Sekiguchi (1997). Sekiguchi's work and the

current paper are cumplementary, and both employ the idea of using mixed strategies to

allow players to learn from their private signals. Our focus is somewhat different - we

stud,y t.he effects uf the level uf noise (c) upun equilibrium outcomes in a given repeated

game (finite ur infinite) with a fixed discutmt factor. In uur cuntexts - the twice-repeated

game with two-sided moral hazard and infinitely repeated one-sided moral hazard -

Sekig~ichi's device uf dividing the game dces not work. Public randomization turns out

to be a flexible tool fur suppurting efficient uutcomes. It alsu permits stronger results -

our efficiency result dues not require 6 y 1, only that e -. 0 and that 6 is greater than a

critical value. By allowing for public randomization, it seems that Sekiguchi's restdt can

be similarly strengthened.

Our resiilts are related to and may have implications for the work on games with im-

perfectly observable commitment, intruduced by Bagwell (1995). Bagwell observed that

~'Le. of an fx{uilibrium without communication, as in Compte (1994) and Kandori-Matsushima (1994).
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the slightest amount of imperfect observation destroyed a Stackelberg leader's advantage

from pre-commitment, since the Stackelberg equilibrium was no longer a p~ue strategy

equilibrium. van Damme and Hurkens (1995) showed that with one leader and one fol-

lower, the Stackelberg equilibrium could always be approximated by an equilibrium in

mixed strategies, thereby ensuring that the sequential equilibriiun correspondence was

lower-hemicuntinuous. Guth, Kirchsteiger and Ritzberger (1996) shuw, via an example,

that lower-hemicontinuity is not ensured with more than one follower.

We conclude with an analogy which may be instructive. Dynamic games where players

have private infoTmation about past events are yet to be fully understood. At first sight,

these games bear a strong resemblance to Rubinstein's (1989) electronic mail game, and

related infection arguments. Rubinstein's example shows that if the messages are noisy.

exogenous and privately observed, players will not be able to mndition their behaviur

on these messages. ~s The repeated games we discuss differ in one respect - signals are

no longer exogenous, since players may infiuence them via their actions. Players may

adopt two devices - individual mndomization, so that each player is uncertain about

his opponent's pure strategy, and collective mndomi.;ation, which provides a favourable

environment fur individual randomization.These devices suffice to ensure very different

results from Rubinstein's. While we are as yet far from a general theory uf these games,

we hope that the ideas suggested here may have a role in the development of a such a

theury.

8 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3:

Assume that (rri('c), Rz(e)) is a mixed Nash equilibrium uf C~(e,p) that is appruxi-

matel,y efficient, i.e. the total payoff is approximately Vy - CH -}- VL - CL.

191nfection arguments apply in other static contexts wíth imperfect information. For exampk, C:arlsson
and ~an Damme (1993) show that a small amount of payoff uncertainty selects a unique equilibrium in
games with a multiple equilibna. 5ee also Dlorris, Rob and 5hin (1995). '1 he analogy between repeated
games with private signaL~ and infection arguments has been explored further by Mailath and `lorris
(1997).
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Define first the set 9 of good pure strategies in the repeated game, where a good

strategy plays C in period 1, and responds to the signal c by playing D in period 2.

E3 -{( j„g;): j; - C and g; (c) - D}. If the outcome of any mixed strategy is to be

approximately efficient, then both players must be playing good strategies with probability

close to one.

If player i is playing a good strategy with probability close to one, then any strategy

of player j which plays E in period 1 is strictly inferior. Hence neither player plays E

with pasitive probability in period 1.

If player i is playing C or D in period one, the first period payoff gain to player j from

playing D rather than C in period 1 equals OC. Since player j plays C in period one

with positive probability in equilibrium, this must not be an inferior choice. Hence if j

plays D, he must suffer a loss in period 2 uf at least OC. Hence player i must be playing

a strategy which rewards the signal c and piinishes the signal d. Call any such sttategy

ct - i must assign positive probability to a pure strategy a. Since this argument applies

fur i- 1, 2, a is in the support of both players' strategies.

Let ct' be a pure (good) strategy which plays C in period one, and responds to signal

d by playing D in period twu, i.e. this strategy does not punish after d.

Define the set ~ of bad strategies as fullows - any strategy from ~ plays D in period

one, and responds t.u the signal c b,y playing E. We nuw shuw that if player i asaigns

pusitive prubability to a, then player j must assign pusitive prubability tu a bad strategy.

We du this by showing that if no bad strateg,y is in the suppurt of player j's mixed

strategy, then n is strictly inferiur tu n'.

Assume that no bad strategy is in the support uf player j's mixed strategy. Note that

against n~(c),ce and c~' yield the same expected pa,yuff in the first period, and also in the

secund periud when i receives signal c. Hence, cunditiun un j pla,ying a~(e), i playing ct

ur ~x' and i receiving signal d. There are nuw two possibilities: player j is playing a piue

strategy in the support of o~(c) with j~ - D ur with fj - C.

In the first case ( f~ - D), since j is nut playing a bad strategy and since he gets c

with probability (1 - c), he is must likely tu play D. Cunsequently, in this case a' yields
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strictly mure than a.

In the case when j~ - C, t,uth players chuse C in the first period and fig. 3 shows that

j received signal c with probability (1 - p)(I - c). Since j is playing a good strategy with

prubability close to one, he continues with D with probability close to one after receiving

signal c. We therefore cunclude that, conditional on i receiving signal d and f~ - C, i

believes that j will play D with probability approximately 1- p or mure. Hence if 1- p~

p', then a' is strictly better than o in this case as well.

We conclude that if j does not play a bad strategy and if p G I - p', then n yields

strictly more than a when c is sufficiently small. 5ince o is the support of a~(c) for each

player i, each player j must be playing a bad strategy with positive probability when

pGl-{e'.

Now, if j plays a good strategy and i plays a bad one, then i's pa,yoff is VN-CL fF, and

hence against o~(E) a bad strategy yields approximately Vy -CL fF in equilibrium. Since

the payoff to all pure strategies in a;(e) must be equal in any mixed Nash equilibrium, this

implies that neither player's payoff can be greater than VH - CL ~-F Since the efficient

outcome has a strictly greater payoff , it cannot be approximated by any mixed iCash

equilibriiun uf Cz(c), nu matter how small e is. ~

Proof of Proposition 5

We show that each player's continuation strategy is optimal at itnreached informatiun

sets. First, we cumplete the definition of strategies in the text by specifying actions at

imreached infurmatiun sets, as folluws. (As before, actions in any period in a single game

uf stuchast.ic length depend unly un past events in that game).

i) If the custumer has played N in an,y previuiLS period, then the customer always

chuuses IV and the seller ahcays chooses U.

ii) If the seller has ever chusen D in any period, she always chuuses D.

iii) If the custumer has always chusen B, her action in the current period (t) only

depends npun her signal in the last period (t - 1). She plays H and continues in the

cuuperative phase if this signal a-as c. She plays N and cuntinues in the punishment phase

if this was d.
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From (i) it is clear that both players are choosing optimally after any history where

the customer has chosen N at any point, since this is common knowledge.

Consider histories where the customer has always chosen B. If the signal in t-1 was c,

the sellet must have played C in all previous periods. Hence it is optimal for the customer

tu play B and continue in the cooperative phase. If thesignal received in t- 1 was d, the

custumer assigns probability no more than B(a) to the seller having chosen C in t- 1.

From inequality (21), it is optimal to play D. Thus the behavior prescribed in (iii) is

optimal.

Finally, (ii) is optimal since D is alwa,ys an optimal action regatdless uf whether the

customer is in the cooperative phase or the punishment phase. ~
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